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In order to gain a new perspective on the mortgage market crisis and the current 
state of mortgage lending, Experian® analyzed the levels of supply and demand of 
consumer mortgage credit prior to and after the market meltdown.

Although the data confirms the notion that the meltdown was caused largely by 
an appetite both from and for consumers with weaker credit, there are nuances by 
credit risk segment worth understanding.

These findings align with Experian’s view that there is no longer an “average 
consumer” with respect to credit. Rather, the increasing rift in consumer behavior 
between those in the highest credit-quality brackets and those in the lower brackets 
necessitates a new perspective on the credit-active population that takes into 
account two or more distinct consumer groups.

The mortgage boom and bust: a high-level overview
The following chart depicts the change in quantity of loans (number of  
tradelines) and outstanding balances across all consumer groups with  
respect to mortgage products.

Year-over-year percentage change in all open tradelines  
and outstanding balances

Q2 2004–Q2 2005 Q2 2005–Q2 2006 Q2 2006–Q2 2007 Q2 2007–Q2 2008 Q2 2008–Q2 2009

Credit 
product

Tradeline Balance Tradeline Balance Tradeline Balance Tradeline Balance Tradeline Balance

HELOC 23% 29% 9% 5% 2% 0% 1% 5% -4% 7%

First 
mortgage

6% 10% 4% 9% 3% 6% 1% 1% -4% -3%

HELOAN 11% -1% 18% 14% 27% 28% 3% 0% -10% -12%

Unsurprisingly, there was an increase in tradelines across products as early as 
2005, with the upward trend peaking in 2006–2007 and then reversing in the 2008–2009 
time frame. Outstanding balances largely mirror that trend. However, due to other 
lines of credit becoming less available, there is continued growth in balances for 
home-equity lines of credit in the latest period measured as consumers tap into this 
source of credit more.

This information is consistent with the widely accepted understanding of the 
mortgage boom and bust time frame. A subsequent question then arises: Within 
these trends, who really was driving the boom and who has driven the bust?
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Mortgage credit supply and demand: the origination picture 2004–2005 
versus 2008–2009

Overall population 2004–2005 Overall population 2008–2009
Inquiries New tradelines Inquiries New tradelines

All mortgage 
products -1% HElOc 3%

All mortgage 
products 7% HElOc -54%

 First mortgage -12%  First mortgage 10%

  HElOAN 8%   HElOAN -54%

To answer the above question, Experian conducted further analysis to assess credit 
supply and demand dynamics. The charts above show the percentage change in 
inquiries, a proxy for credit demand, and new tradelines opened, a proxy for credit 
supply, across the entire credit-seeking population for the time period 2004–2005 and 
for the time period 2008–2009.

In the 2004–2005 period, supply for first mortgages, which includes refinances, was 
slightly down. However, consumers had ample supply available to pull equity out of 
their homes in the form of home-equity loans and lines of credit. 

When comparing these findings with data from recent years, overall, demand for 
mortgage products is rising, driven by refinancing activity stemming from low 
interest rates. Interestingly, the demand now is being met in the first mortgage 
space. conversely, supply is greatly reduced for home-equity loans and lines of 
credit. This is not a surprise given the downturn in the value of many homes across 
the nation.

While this high-level analysis provides some insight into the drivers of recent 
mortgage trends, digging deeper into specific credit bands reveals widely  
differing stories. 

The early days: demand driven by weaker credit-quality applicants

VantageScore®* 901–990 (super prime) 
2004–2005

VantageScore®* 801–900 (prime) 
2004–2005

Inquiries New tradelines Inquiries New tradelines

All mortgage 
products -2% HElOc -28%

All mortgage 
products -11% HElOc 14%

First mortgage -30% First mortgage -24%

 HElOAN -17%  HElOAN -4%

The changing mortgage landscape

*VantageScore® is owned by VantageScore Solutions, LLC.
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In the 2004–2005 climate, mortgage demand dipped among super-prime and prime 
consumers. Moreover, although demand was decreasing, for the most part supply of 
mortgage products decreased far more dramatically.

This story begins to change when the focus moves to near-prime consumers. The 
chart below shows that these consumers, while exhibiting decreases in demand 
similar to those of their higher-credit-quality counterparts, fared better in terms 
of mortgage product supply. lenders shifted their strategies to acquire more 
consumers in lower credit-quality bands.

VantageScore 701–800 (near prime) 
2004–2005

Inquiries New tradelines

All mortgage products -2% HElOc 17%

First mortgage -13%

 HElOAN 7%

This notion of lower-credit-quality consumers driving market expansion becomes 
even more apparent when examining the subprime and deep-subprime categories. 
As evidenced by the following charts, subprime consumers not only increased their 
demand for mortgage products, but also saw a flood of available mortgage credit 
supply. Unlike those with higher credit scores, both subprime consumer categories 
experienced a massive increase in supply (new loan activity) across all mortgage 
product types.

VantageScore 601–700 (subprime) 
2004–2005

VantageScore 501–600 (deep subprime) 
2004–2005

Inquiries New tradelines Inquiries New tradelines

All mortgage 
products 7% HElOc 52%

All mortgage 
products 6% HElOc 48%

First mortgage 18% First mortgage 65%

 HElOAN 42%  HElOAN 67%

These statistics clearly show that in the early days of the mortgage boom, lower-
credit-quality consumers led the charge in mortgage credit demand, and new loan 
activity (a proxy for supply) met this demand. This combination of widespread credit 
availability (including exotic loans) and voracious demand among lower-credit-
quality consumers led to a devastating meltdown.
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The aftermath: The tables turn

VantageScore 901–990 (super prime) 
2008–2009

VantageScore 801–900 (prime) 
2008–2009

Inquiries New tradelines Inquiries New tradelines

All mortgage 
products 61% HElOc -45%

All mortgage 
products 40% HElOc -46%

First mortgage 59% First mortgage 30%

 HElOAN -53%  HElOAN -44%

In the aftermath of the mortgage market meltdown, both credit supply and demand 
changed dramatically. Unlike in the beginning of the boom years, high-credit-quality 
consumers now lead the demand for mortgage products. In addition, while supply 
for first-mortgage products has rebounded due to refinancing activity, supply for 
home-equity products has dropped dramatically.

In the subprime and deep-subprime categories, by contrast, both demand and 
supply have plummeted. This may be due to a conscious decision by consumers to 
avoid real estate as well as the effects of drastically reduced marketing, tightened 
lending standards and stricter home appraisal policies.

VantageScore 601–700 (subprime) 
2008–2009

VantageScore 501–600 (deep subprime) 
2008–2009

Inquiries New tradelines Inquiries New tradelines

All mortgage 
products 18% HElOc -75%

All mortgage 
products -27% HElOc -77%

First mortgage -25% First mortgage -31%

 HElOAN -61%  HElOAN -55%

conclusion
Examining credit inquiries as a proxy for consumer demand and new originations as 
a proxy for supply provides new insight into the drivers and effects of the mortgage 
market meltdown. Experian’s analysis makes it clear that the mortgage boom was 
pushed largely by consumers in the bottom of the credit spectrum. Unsurprisingly, 
this segment was the hardest hit in the credit supply aftermath.
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Methodology
The data used in this study is a random sample of the consumer credit population 
representative of the overall consumer population. This population was identified 
to have at least one active tradeline in 2004. For the study, the same consumers were 
tracked from 2004 to 2009.

Experian analyses and studies
To review additional Experian information, including data analysis, research and 
related information, visit www.experian.com/insight.
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